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may be providing such insights. including several topics where Professor Segel has been one of the 
leaders of research. It is carefully constructed. virtually free of misprints, and does a good job of 
developing the most useful parts of dynamical systems analysis as needed. The book does not 
include very much in the way of experimental evidence to compare with the theories expounded. 
especially in the first five chapters. The author indicates that this was done “so as not to stray too 
far from our principal goals.” The instructor can remedy this lack by assigning readings from the 
references provided. In principle. readers of the book need very little background in biology. but 
the main use of the book probably will be as a text for a course in theoretical or mathematical 
biology that emphasizes dynamical aspects. For students with a reasonable background in calculus, 
preferably including a brief introduction to differential equations. it is an excellent text. In the future 
I intend to use it. not as the primary text, but as a principal reference for biological models for my 
course in mathematical modeling. It should also be very useful for individual reading. We can be 
grateful that Professor Segel has made this material available for students and anyone interested 
in learning about the exciting developments in this field. 
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IModelmaking is an essential feature of human thinking and some neurocyberneticians consider that 
we have. in our brain. many models: world models. language models, behavioural models. etc. For 
an epistemologist. the history of science is the history of models proposed to explain the world. 
The engineer has utilized models and simulation techniques for many purposes and even Newton 
is the author of a similitude theorem. But the advent of the computer has changed completely the 
situation: we are no longer obliged to build up mechanical models in order to study d>.namic loads 
in sucher rods or oil well pumps: we can simultate every instalation on an electronic computer. On 
the same device we can simulate the human cardio-vascular system or our galaxy. 
As everyone can notice. in the last 20 years much experience has been gained in the field of 
mathematical modelling in every field: natural sciences. engineering, medicine. biology. economics. 
linguistics. art. etc. It is now time to assess the state of the art, to establish a framework for modelling 
and simulation. 
The book under review is a synthesis of the lectures, discussions and informal conversations 
held during a year-long International Chair in Computer Science at the University of Ghent-Belgium. 
Five experts in modelling and simulation (Walter J. Karplus, Peter C. Young, Bernard P. Zeigler. 
Wolfgang K. Giloi and Leendert Dekker-in the order mentioned by the authors) contributed Iec- 
tures on their separate fields. The book reflects, in many aspects. their points of view and their 
expertise. 
As the title indicates, modelling and simulation are considered together. It is of interest to notice 
that the authors adopt a scientific-engineering approach to the problem of human-world interaction. 
considering that a large part of all scientific work is based on model-building. i.e. formalization and 
quantitative model-building. 
The book can be divided in three parts: an introduction, a mathematical theory and the computer- 
science aspects of the problem. In all. there are eight chapters. 
In the first part we encounter the first two chapters: Introduction and Outline: hlathematical 
Models and Modelling Generalities. 
In this part, methodology for modelling and simulation is contemplated. The interaction between 
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man. machine and reality is considered as a cybernetic process: from the real world we go to model 
building and formalization. This is followed by a build-up of a formal model. This model is compared 
with the real world system and improved. We must keep in mind that formal model means pro- 
gramming and computing. The interaction took place between the model builder and the computer. 
It is of interest to stress the parallel the author establishes betbveen the build-up of the model-builder 
and the simulator (i.e. the computer). We have. from this specific point of vietv. the following 
analogies: human body-hardware structure: human mind-low level computer software: human 
thinking process-general high level computer soft\vare: human modelling methodology-modelling 
and simulation soft\vare. In our opinion. this analogy is stimulating but not completely correct: 
modelling and simulation software are the result of the human modelling methodology. One day 
we will have computers with their own modelling methodology. 
The next topic is the theory of mathematical models. their nature and assumptions. The approach 
is based on the set theory, introduced here in naive way. Some fundamental ideas on systems are 
also introduced. The basic modelling formalisms are presented: partial differential equations. or- 
dinary differential equations, activity scannin g. difference equations. finite state machines. Slarkov 
chain, discrete events. process interactions. While both deterministic and stochastic models are 
introduced-fuzzy models are not. 
In this first part, the mathematical level is the college level. With chapter three we go to more 
specific items: model-building methodology for differences and differential equations. Linearization 
and discretization. linear stochastic versions of systems are briefly presented. The input-output 
relationship for a system is presented also with the aid of the transfer function and the backward 
shift operator :-I. In the same chapter the parameter estimation is analysed. both for static and 
quasi-static models. The estimation of dynamic models is made for single input-single output models 
as well as for multi-input multi-output systems. Specific algorithms are presentsd. In the same 
chapter, structure characterization techniques are presented: model response characteristics. op- 
timum cost techniques. the \Vilk’s method, the final prediction error, the maximum entropy ap- 
proach among others. 
Chapter four is devoted to model-building methodology for partial differential equations. After 
a short introduction. the deductive formulation of partial differential equations from a priori knowl- 
edge is given. After that some inductive techniques for the same type of equations are presented. 
The last part of the book is devoted to some specific computer-science problems: methodology 
for model information storage and integration: support languages for model simulation: hardware 
trends and their impact on simulation: simulation systems and architectures arising from meth- 
odological research. 
It is clear that modern modelling and simulation techniques are far more complicated than the 
equivalent techniques in use at the beginnin g of the century and even at the beginning of the 
computer era. The specialist must have an in deep understanding of the system he is modelling. 
but in the same time must be a qualified mathematician and a skilled computer-scientist. 
The mathematical level of the book is variable. In order to understand Part II one must have a 
solid post-graduate mathematical background. For Part III one must have a good acquaintance with 
some basic computer-science problems. mainly concerning software. 
Available hardware and software for solving simulation problems are revie\vcd and mention is 
made of advanced modelling software constructs. A discussion of future trends for development 
in simulaton concludes the book. 
Every scientist and engineer with a solid knowledge of mathematics-including linear algebra 
and the theory of differential equations-will find this book extremely useful. Philosophers will 
find much interesting material and many suggestions for their research. Physicians and biologists 
will find this book extremely useful as a guide to computer-aided modelling and simulation 
techniques. 
This is a comprehensive book, one which will become a classic. 
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